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MESSAGE
“The Great aim of education is not knowledge but action.”
Education is not merely an acquirement of facts but also of values that help us to
grow intellectually and make us responsible citizens. The pivotal role of education lies in
shaping the personality of a learner in to a sound mind with healthy soul in a good body.
“Ambition, Planning, Hard work and courage are the keys for success. Let the
minds be cheerful but calm”.
The efforts put forth by the magazine committee and the editorial board under the
premiership of Mr. K. Nanda Kumar and the board advisory members Mr. Dharma
Reddy and Mr. S.A Rasheed in bringing out the in-house magazine with the assistance of
Dr. Humera Sayeed and Smt G. Mallika with edited documentation of articles useful to
the learners with a motto of making the current student writers as the prolific writers of
tomorrow. The efforts of the magazine board and everyone of the staff in this regard is
appreciable and I thank and bless them all.

Principal & Chair Person

NTR GOVT. DEGREE & PG COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
MAHABUBNAGAR-509001 (T.S)
REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL


History of the College in brief:



Government Degree College for Women, Mahabubnagar establish in the year 1981
with an intention of catering to the needs of the education for women and their
empowerment and uplift.
This institution was at its initial stage started with B.A, B.Com with Telugu Medium
with a meager strength of 52 students in the premises of Government Junior College
for Girls, Mahabubnagar.
It is first degree college for women in the District.
The then Government of Andhra Pradesh in the combined Telugu States has
accorded permission to rename this college as NTR Government Degree College for
Women, on the representation of Sri Rumandla Ramchandraiah M.P in 2002 and the
college building was inaugurated by Sri. Nara Chandrabubu Naidu the then Chief
Minister of A.P on 07-08-2002.
UGC recognition was given in the year 1983 under section 2f, and 12b in the year
1991.
Progress of Institution sine establishment to till date :



















The institution was started with BA(HEP), and B.Com(Gen) courses in Telugu
medium in 1981 with meager strength of 52 students.
In the last academic year of 2015-16, the strength of students has 2600 and in the
current academic year of 2015-16, the strength of students has come down to an
extent of 1800 following the change of admission system from manual to online. the
students of following years may be adjusted and thoroughly get aware and admission
may go up in the next year.
Conventional science courses B.Sc (MPC) E/M and restructured/Self finance course
B.Com(Computers) was started in 1991 and the Restructured course B.Sc(MPCs)
E/M in 2001.
The college initially since its inception its academic activities have been taken place
in the building of Govt. Junior College for Girls and now the college has 1.36 acres
of land area of its own in which ‘H’ shaped G+1 RCC building was constructed by
the sincere consecutive efforts of the then Principal and staff, which will be
bequeathed.
Sri Rumandla Ramchandraiah MP (Rajya Sabha) in 2000-2001 has contributed
Rs57.5 lakhs from his MPLAD funds besides it mobilizing from other Members of
the Parliament for fulfilling the dire needs of Rs 20 lakhs, from Padmabushan and
Gyanpeet awardee Dr C Narayana Reddy, Rs 10 Lakhs from Sri A. P Jitender
Reddy, and Rs 25 Lakhs from Dr. Nirman garu (Delhi).
The college building has 25 Lecture halls, 13 Laboratories, one Principal Chamber
with anti room, office, reading hall cum storing library, English Language Lab,














Physical Education room, MANA –TV, NCC, NSS etc., are accommodated in the
available 55 rooms in toto.
The college has a botanical garden in maintained in the college premises containing
various plants having botanical, medicinal and economical importance and useful for
the Botany lecturers for the use of students to make better understand in the subject
in lucid manner.
The B.Sc (BZC) course in Telugu and English media and B.Sc(Bio-Technology)
English Medium was started during the academic year 2004-2005 and 2005-2006
respectively.
M.A (Economics) a PG course was started during the academic year 2010-2011.
The CCE-Ts, after formation of New Telangana State on 02.06.2014, has accorded
permission and accordingly this college has started BA(HEP & EPP ) and
B.Com(Gen) in Urdu medium with the formal permission of the VC, Palamuru
University from the academic year 2015-16.
It is the first Degree college in the District accredited with B+ Grade in the year
2004 by NAAC.
The College went again on re-accreditation for NAAC in July-2011 and was
awarded B-Grade with 2.86 CGPA. The first college with highest CGPA in the
District.
The college has submitted its proposals for autonomous status in 2013 and has been
awaiting for the team to visit.
Our college was affiliated to Osmania University, up to the establishment of
Palamuru University in Mahabubnagar, in the year 2008, by the then Govt. of A. P
and from then onwards affiliated to Palamuru University, Mahabubnagar.



Functioning Hours of the College



The college was functioning from 09:00 AM to 03:30 PM with a break of a half an
hour for lunch from 01:00 PM to 01:30 PM , with effect from 02.06.2014 on the
formation of new State Telangana from 14.06.2014, as per the Government
directions to run the institution from the academic year 2015-16.

 Courses offered in the college
The table given below explain in detail courses offered in this institution at present
S.N
o

Name of the
Medium
No. of sections Intake
Remarks
course/subject
Sanctioned
capacity
UG-COURSES
1 B.A ( HEP )
Telugu
01
60
B.A ( HEP )
English
01
60
2 B.Com(General)
Telugu
01
60
B.Com(General)
English
01
60
3 B.Com (Comp)
English
01
60
Self-Finance
4 B.Sc (MPC)
Telugu
01
60
B.Sc(MPC)
English
01
60
5 B.Sc(Computers)
English
01
60
Self-Finance
6 B.Sc (BZC)
Telugu
01
40
B.Sc(BZC)
English
01
40
7 B.Sc(Bio-Tech )
English
01
40
Self-Finance
8 B.A ( HEP )*
Urdu
01
60
Self-Finance
B.A ( EPP )*
Urdu
01
60
Self-Finance
9 B.Com(General)*
Urdu
01
60
Self-Finance
PG- COURSES
1 MA ( Economics)
English
01
40
Self-Finance
Fourteen of four faculties at UG level and one at PG level are offered at our
college, where six courses are of self finance at UG and one at PG is in self finance
GROUP WISE RESULT ANALYSIS FOR THE LAST SIX YEARS :
Academi
c year

BA

B.Com

B.Sc

Appeare
d

Pass

%

Appeare
d

Pass

%

Appeared

Pass

%

2009-10

181

103

56.9

156

75

48.6

246

137

55.6
9

2010-11

192

112

58.3

210

106

50.5

238

135

56.7
2

2011-12

154

59

38.31

212

106

50

242

72

30.0
0

2012-13

174

117

67.2

200

97

48.5

319

124

38.8
0

2013-14

198

122

61.61

190

118

62.1

299

119

39.8
0

2014-15

190

131

68.94

222

159

71.62

312

151

48.3
9

FOREWORD
Having been given an opportunity to shoulder the responsibility of bringing out a
in-house magazine on the occasion of the 37th anniversary of the college, just a month
back by Dr. Bibi Zainab, the Principal of the college. I took up the work entrusted by our
beloved Principal with a deepppp sense of happiness clubbed with pride.
Every reader with no deviation do agree the degree of difficulty in collecting the
articles from the staff, students, ex-students and others having academic interest and so
collected articles are to be edited to publish in the form of a magazine “KOWMUDI” for
the current academic year 2016-17 is in no way a lesser task than that of the pains
undergone by Mother Earth while giving a birth to a blade of grass.
This magazine “KOWMUDI” is a documentation of the articles of the staff and
students after editing their articles with a view to maintain the relativity of academics and
to motivate the student writers to use this as a platform to express their thoughts and view
freely in the form of articles with certain space and page limitation, keeping in view of
the insufficient budget. However, the committee has no doubt in this exercise of prolific
writers of tomorrow. The very purpose of the college magazine committee will then only
be fulfilled.
It is my minimum courtesy to extend my sincere thanks to Sri Dharma reddy,
Lecturer in Physics retired and Sri S.A Rasheed, Lecturer in Chemistry & Academic
Coordinator of the college for their assistance extended to me on demand and even
without demand.
Individually, officially, academically every staff member of the college helped me
in bringing out this in-house magazine “KOWMUDI” within the time given. Also I have
to say my greetings and blessing to the editors Smt. Humera Sayeed, Assistant Professor
& Head of the Department of Urdu articles. Smt G Mallika, Assistant Professor in
Commerce assisted in the collection of articles in Hindi and editing them in time for
publishing the magazine within the time planed.
Hope the readers of this Magazine “KOWMUDI” may receive with academic
view and will consider and forgive the mistakes if any found in any page as those may
occur/crop, in spite of our strenuous efforts of seeing the magazine “KOWMUDI” a
mistake free cum error free.
I personally expressing my thanks and blessing to Sri Syed Meraj, Computer
Programmer and Sri B. Naresh Kumar, Lecturer in Computer Science for their priceless,
peerless and strenuous efforts in designing the articles beautifully through Desktop
Publications at the college level, making the work to accomplish in time more dutifully.
Here I also express my thanks to SUMA printers, Mahabubnagar, for their efforts in
shaping the magazine “KOWMUDI” finally beautiful and supplied it to the college in
time for distributing them to all concerned.

K. Nanda Kumar,
Associate Professor & Head,
Dept. of Commerce,

Power of Positive Thinking
Difficulties, disappointments, desperations and defeats are the events taken as
opportunities to grow themselves besides gaining invaluable experience and wisdom by
the optimists, as there four ‘D’s are considered by them as God’s gift to prove what they
are! The same events of 4 D’s are treated as curse and obstacles by the pessimists, the
pessimists will not see a clear path, when they are in the midst of obstacles, immersing is
fear and tension underneath the clouds of negative thinking and beneath the fogs of no
confidence. This ultimately put them in irritable status and view the tiny obstacles even
as to understand the content better.
S.No Period Details
of Research Conducted The result/Opinion/Conclusions –
of
Research Team
/Study involved
arrived by the Research/Study
Resea
team
rch
1
1999- The
team
of Examined
22461 The Team arrived to a conclusion
2000
Scientist of the people
with
the that the people who were more
University
assistance of the staff dissatisfied with their lives were
KUOPO Finland
of the American more than three times as likely to
Journal
of die of disease than those who
Epidemiology
were most satisfied.
2
2000- University
of Examined
the The team found that the
2001
Chicago, USA
attitude and health of Executives who saw the cut backs
200 Executives of the as an opportunity for growth were
Department
of healthier than those who saw it as
Telecommunications, a threat. Looking at the same
who were affected events as positive or negative has
corporate
down affected the health of any
sizing
individual. 90% of negative
thinkers have become ill because
of this.
3
2001- A
team
of A study over a period The team found that the optimists
2002
scientists of Mayo of 30 years on 447 are with their positive outlook
Clinic UK
people
had around a 50% lower risk of
early death than the pessimists ,
the negative thinkers.
4
2002- A team of the The team examined The team found during the period
2003
scientist, Doctors 866 heart patients of their research on 866 heart
and Psychiatrists and recorded their patients, who routinely felt more
of the DUKE attitude for research
positive emotions like happiness,
University
joy and optimism had 20%
Medical Center,
greater chance of being alive
UK
even after 11 years than those

5

20032004

A
Portuguese
journalists team of
Archives
of
General
Psychiatry

6

20072008

The team of the
University
of
British Columbia
in Canada headed
by Elizabeth Dunn

The study conducted
over a span of 2
decades to note the
responses of 999
people of the age
group of 65 years to
85 years
The team looked at a
Nationally
representative sample
of more than 630
Americans of whom
55% are female i.e
347 females 283
males.

who experienced more negative
statements.
The team of Journalists and the
psychiatrists opined that a
positive, optimistic, perspective is
ultimately the best for over all
longevity healthy life.

The team tried to rate the General
happiness of the individual
irrespective of the income earned.
The team has finally opined that
the happiest people were the one
who gave money away. This is
contrary to what most people
think. But it necessarily not be
large sums that we give away. So,
our happiness lies in making
other happy with what we have.
On observation of the result of the researchers, the writer of the article is in the
opinion that the longevity of life with happiness and satisfaction of the individuals
depends upon their attitude. The individuals who have positive thinking will have 50% of
lower risk of early death than those of negative thinkers. It does not mean that the
positive thinkers will not have any physical, emotional and health problems. They do
have, but less pain and high energy as they are more clam, happy and peaceful than
pessimists, the negative thinkers. So “optimists live longer than pessimists do”. This is
the conclusion arrived by the teams of research groups at the end of their researches.
The negative attitude of individual harms the immune system. So all of us are
here onwards take oath to drive out the negative thoughts with our continuous efforts of
“SADANA” an inculcate the habit of improving the positive thinking as it boosts the
immune system and helps the perfect functioning of body mechanism and protests us
from all kinds of illness.
Grumbling about things and criticizing the people has almost become a way of
life today to many of us that we do not even notice how often we do it, as it become a
habit. It is undoubtedly a bad habit which we are not at all trying to relinquish. We rarely
complain about the truth of the things, how they seem to us. Our thoughts and attitude
inspire our actions and create our own world. Hence mind must be used as it is our
servant rather than being becoming ourselves as servant to mind as it can be compared
with the ‘fire’ as “the fire is the best servant but a bad master”
All our action reflect our thoughts and attitude. All of us have to try to relinquish
the habit of finding faults with others and do something beneficial for someone everyday
with no thought of reward. A sincere an whole hearted commitment to service gets us a
mighty wave of grace to render service with greater ease and joy. Doing some form of
selfless service regularly and daily keep us tuned to the kindness and compassion as
“service to Humanity is the service to Divinity”. The same is expressed in Telugu as
“MANAVA SEVA YE MAADHAVA SEVA”.

Shaik Abdul Rasheed
Assistant Professor & Head
Department of Chemistry

SAVE INDIA

Oh …. God!!!! Make me
Thy instrument for peace and prosperity
Fill my mind…..
With lots of love and affection,
With no despair, doubt and fear,
But, with knowledge and wisdom
To widen the narrow thoughts of my country men
To make reservation free India
To mount the peaks of progress
Where every one of my country
Acts without any priorities and prejudice
Drive us in to clear stream of thoughts
To Honor knowledge and wisdom
Treats one another equally
Respects the rights of all
Behaves with responsibility to towards all
To save India, my India, our India.
To change into an abode of Heaven, in Universe.

Humera Sayeed
Assistant Professor & Head
Department of Urdu

FOREST MAN OF INDIA
Most noble thoughts do not come to fruition because of the misconceived notion
that a single individual cannot make a difference. However, there are instances where in a
relentless and un-tiring pursuit of a noble vision by individuals have remarkably altered
lives for the better.
Jadhav Molai paying belongs to such a rare tribe of humans who single handedly
transformed a vast expanse of degraded land into a thriving forest spread over 1360 acres
in Jorhat Assam.
In 1979, Jadhav paying (all of 16 years ) was moved by the sight of a large
number of dead snakes near his hometown. The snakes died because of searing
temperatures after the are was devastated by floods and deforestation. Determined to save
the wildlife and the forest, he started off by planting 20 bamboo saplings on a revering
island of Brahmaputra.
As watering the plants on such a large expanse is tiresome, he came up with an
ingenuous idea of drip irrigation. He built platforms made of bamboo and placed earthen
pots with small holes on the tip of each plant. He refilled the pots once the water in them
was exhausted.
From 1980-85,paying worked as a laborer in a plantation project of the social
forestry division of Golaghat district, Assam. However, even after the project was wound
up, paying religiously followed his routine of planting saplings of different species of
trees, every day, of for the next 30 years. His untiring efforts bore fruit as the apes, birds,
etc. the forest is aptly called the Molai forest. The forest doubles up as a carbon sink
whilst preventing soil degradation and catering to the needs of the local populace.
The discovery of this forest and its rich wildlife was accidental. It was discovered
by the forest staff who were searching for a herd of rogue elephant that had damaged a
nearby village. The officials were astounded to note that it was due to the selfless efforts
of a single individual, Jadhav paying.
Gradually the world got to know of the stupendous work done by Jadhav. He was
felicitated by the JNU, Delhi in 2012 and in 2013 by the Indian Institute of Forest
Management, Bhopal. In 2015, he received the fourth highest civilian award, the padma
shri.
Numerous documentaries, viz , The Molai Forest, Foresting Life, Forest Man
have been made on Jadhav’s life. Not one to rest on his laurels, Jadhav even helps the
forest officials in nabbing poachers and tends to the forest on a daily basis. He is even
willing to replicate his Molai Forest experiment elsewhere. The “Forest Man of India”
that he is, he bears no ill-will towards the Tigers, which feed on his livestock.
The world needs more and more exemplary people like Jadhav paying who
selflessly surmount all odds and make the world a better place to live in.

K. Manjula
Asst. Professor in Commerce
CTO, NCC

NATIONAL CADET CORPSE
A year after of independence, our Government has established NCC with an
endeavor of making the youth of the Country to be prepared ever ready to serve the
Nation during the hours of need especially in the situations of river floods during rainy
season, earthquakes and other Natural calamities.
It is no exaggeration to say that a country which has the youth of well disciplined
is ever renewable energy and the asset that never exhausts. NCC was therefore made
compulsory in each and every education institution by the Government as the
Government experienced the happenings of war before and after with our neighboring
country Pakistan. The country when is identified the need of the young people who are
strong as iron and nerves of steel is needed to be trained in Marshall and military arts to
save the country.
NCC, in the later years made voluntary to control the strength of cadet core to the
optimal. The students cadets are trained in military arts during their regular education in
the institution under the name of NCC.
Our college though established in the academic year 1980-81, the unit of NCC has
been started in the academic year 2005-06 and since then it has been functioning
effectively and many of the college students cadets participated in several events which
are at the credibility of the institution ever, in the state. The writer of this article is being
taken the responsibility of shouldering the unit and driving the unit towards the
remarkable achievements from 2013 onwards, the year in which the writer has taken
charge as CTO.
Before the conclusion of the article I, added a tabular form with an endeavor to
express my respects and gratitude to my colleagues for their assistance and cooperation
extended to me on the hours of demand in building the career of the students’ cadets
besides bringing name and fame to the institution.
It is not how much we do,
But how much love we put in the doing.
It is not how much we give,
But how much love we out in the giving.

Few such memorable and remarkable events of the student cadets of this college
is here under furnished in the tabular form with 6 columns.
Sl Date Event Plan
Name of the
Achievement
Name of cadet
.N
event
o
1 2013 Sec’bad
RDC camp
Participation in Spl. Camp
Swetha(Bibc-III)
in addition to a regular
camp.
2 2014 Govt. Poly
Firing camp
Gold Medal
Kiran sai(BZC-II
College
EM)
3 2014 Govt. Poly
Camp, especially Gold Medal
Kiran sai(BZC-II
College
for drill
EM)
4 2014 Govt. Poly
Camp SW-Senior Gold Medal
Kiran sai(BZC-II
College
EM)
5 2015 MVSGDC,
National Youth
Participation in Spl. Camp
All NCC
MBNR
day celebrations
in addition to a regular
students
camp.
6 2015 Punjab
Himachal
Participation in Spl. Cano in Kiran sai(BZC-II
Trekking
addition to a regular camp.
EM)
7 2015 Kerala
S.NIC
Participation in Spl. Camp
Kushala(BA-III)
-16
in addition to a regular
camp.
8 2015 Sec’bad
S.NIC
Participation in Spl. Camp
A
in addition to a regular
Krishnaveni(B.C
camp.
om(Gen))-III
9 2015 Sec’bad
LIDC
Participation in Spl. Camp
Aparna
in addition to a regular
(B.Com(Gen)-III
camp.
10 2015 Sec’bad
RDC, IUC PRDC Participation in Spl. Camp
G
in addition to a regular
Madhavi(B.Sc(
camp.
MPCs))-II
11 2015 Sec’bad
RDC, ICU
Participation in Spl. Camp
G.
in addition to regular camp. Chennamma(B.C
om(Comp))-II
12 2015 Sec’bad
RDC, IUC
Participation in Spl. Camp
Anjali(BA-II)
in addition to a regular
camp.
13 2015 Sec’bad
RDC,IUC
Participation in Spl. Camp
Mamatha(B.Com
in addition to a regular
(Comp)-II
camp.
14 2015 Sec’bad
Senior National
Participation in Spl. Camp
Srivani
Integration Camp in addition to a regular
(B.Com(G)-III
Camp
15 2015 MVSGDC,MB Camp, Drill
Gold Medal
Srivani
NR
(B.Com(G)-III
16 2015 MVSGDC,MB Camp, SW-Senior Gold Medal
B
NR
Saritha(B.Com(
G)-III
17 2015 MVSGDC,MB Parachute training Gold Medal
Shivanjali
NR

Vasanthi
Lecturer in Commerce

BALANCE SHEET OF LIFE

Birth is your
What comes to you is
What goes from you is
Your positive ideas are your
Your negative ideas are your
Your Happiness is your
Your Sorrow is your
Your behavior is your
Your pure heart is your
Your duties are your
Your friendship is your
Your character is your
Your knowledge is your
Your patience is your eligible
Your thinking is your
Your attitude is your
Your anger is
Death is your
Your perfection is your
Remember your auditor is

“STOCK AT THE COMMENCEMENT”
“CREDIT”
“DEBIT”
“ASSESTS”
“LIABILITIES”
“PROFIT”
“LOSS”
“GOODWILL”
“FIXED ASSET”
“OUT STANDING EXPENSES”
“HIDDEN ADJUSTMENTS”
“CAPITAL”
“INVESMENTS”
“OVER DRAFT LIMITS”
“CURRENT ACCOUNT”
“JOURNAL”
“DEPRESSION”
“STOCK AT THE END”
“BALANCE SHEET”
“ALMIGHTY”

G. Mallika,
Asst. Prof. in Commerce,
JKC Coordinator,

MOTHER TERESA
When I thought of writing something for our college magazine, first thing came to
my mind is to write about some famous women personality. When I gave a thought
whom shall I write about because we have so many famous women in India from history
to present like Jhansi laxmi bai to Mary Kom who is a five time World Amateur Boxing
Champion, and the only women boxer to have won a medal in each one of the six world
championships. But I felt I should remind my students about Mother Teresa whom I
consider as a symbol of love and humanity. Because somewhere we are forgetting that
we are humans first, later comes the rest.
Mother Teresa, winner of the Noble Peace Prize, attained worldwide fame for her
life dedicated in serving the poor and destitute. On her arrival in India , she began by
working as a teacher, however the widespread poverty of Culcutta made a deep
impression on her; and this led her starting a new order called “The Missionaries of
Charity”, a catholic order of nuns dedicated for helping the poor. Begun in Calcutta,
India, the Missionaries of Charity grew to help the poor, the dying, orphans, lepers, and
AIDS suffers in over a hundred countries. Mother Teresa’s selfless effort to help those in
need has caused many to regard her as a model humanitarian. The primary objective of
this mission was to look after people, who nobody else was prepared to look after.
Mother Teresa felt that serving others was a key principle of the teaching of Jesus Christ.
Today’s modern man is too busy and insensitive towards fellow beings. Mother
said kind words can be short and easy to speak, but their echoes are truly endless, but we
are too busy to talk few kind words with others. Its time to fill our hearts with love and
compassion and to think what can we do for the needy.
“I can do things you cannot, you can do things I cannot; together we can do great
things”. –Mother Teresa.
Let us try to do small things for others which make big difference to them. Never
worry about numbers. “Help one person at a time and always start with the person
nearest to you”.-Mother Teresa.
In conclusion, the purpose of my write up will be fulfilled if any of my student
reader adopts the principal of “Help ever, never run away in helping the needy and the
poor”. Because helping hands are better than praying lips.

Syed Meraj
Computer Programmer,

OUR COLLEGE IN PROVERB PEARLS

Necessity is the mother of invention
Time is precious and waits for none
Riches serve a wise a man but command a fool
Greatness and goodness is the output of responsibility
Democracy is the art of disciplining one self and no need to be disciplined by others
Criticism comes easier than craftsmanship
Future is made of the same stuff of the present
Only few think, all others have opinions
Religion is behavior and not mere belief
War whichever side may call itself the victor, there are no winners. All are losers
Oratory is not truth but persuasion
Men are what their mothers made
Experience is a hard teacher, it gives test first, the lesson later.
Nature, time and patience are the three great physicians of mankind.

M Raghuveer Gupta
Lecturer in Computers,

SUCCESS ACCESS

Punctuality and regularity in EDUCATION
Keeps you away from TENSION
You’ll, then have ATTENTION
And, will have no CONFUSION
Amazingly, you’ll have no IRRITATION
Learning process then,
Change from COMPLICATION
To SIMPLIFICATION
If you adhere, this CAUTION
There will be no worse SITUATION
You’ll have proper RELATION
And, get parents APPRECIATION
Also get elder AFFECTION
You’ll bring name and fame to the INSTITUTION
Strength the NATION by your DEVOTION
You’ll brighten your career by your DEDICATION
Ultimately takes you to the success PEAKS
Makes you successful PERSON
(with the inspiration of the success story of KUNDI THIDHI VAISHNAVI A
dyslexia patient, who with her confidence gained name and fame globally as mistress in
dance at the age of sixteen

D. Dharma Reddy
Head, Dept. Physics

PHILOSOPHY IN PROBLEM

A Problem remains, when
A Problem viewed as problem
A Problem leads to success, when
A Problem taken as challenge.
Be a problem to the problem
No problem then bother you any more
Otherwise problem trembles you, and
Makes you living- dead.
Every problem has solution,
Finding solution makes you dynamic
And gives immense pleasure, as
Problem-less life becomes static.
Be thankful to your problems
As it toughens you, and
Be brave to face the problem
As it brightens your career/life

B Madhu Sudhan
Lect. in Zoology

TIPS TO SECURE FIRST PLACE
Have confidence, you are the right person for the first place have deep knowledge
of your work. It not, start studying today. Have enthusiasm and conceive pleasure from
every work you do, you can plan more even while you relax.
The most important one is to have a dream in your mind and no doubt…. Sooner
it will come true, if you put your efforts perpetually, with dedication and devotion.
As a student you have to come regularly to the college, attend all the classes, pay
total attention in all the classes, clarify your doubt there and then daily, revise all the
lessons taught daily, present assignments in time, take examinations seriously, study at
least 5 to 6 hours every day. Respect your parents, elders and teachers. avoid laziness and
negligence. Take good and nutritious food and do breathing exercise regularly to gain
more energy.
Avoid too much sleep
Avoid postponement of your studies
Avoid arguing with friends and members of your family.
Never talk about the faults of others, no matter how bad they may be none is ever gained
by that. You can never help anyone by pointing the faults: what you do you receive the
same. If you injure anybody you injure yourself.
Do not expect success in a day or a year. Avoid jealously and selfishness. Always
hold on to the highest. Be steady and march towards your endeavor.

K. Amrutha Vani
Full Time Mentor

ABOUT JAHAWAR KNOWLEDGE CENTER
JAHAWAR Knowledge Center was the brain child of Dr Y.S Rajashekar Reddy,
the Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh State prior to the bifurcation of Telangana and AP
States. JKC has been introduced in all the Government Degree Colleges during the
regime of Dr. Y.S Rajashekar Reddy, with an intension of developing skills, unveil
potentialities of the aspirant to meet the challenges of the present job market.
JKC was introduced at this college in the academic year 2005-06 unde the
chairmanship of Dr L. Srinivasulu the then Principal FAC. The first coordinator was Sri
R. N Chandra Shekar the then Lecturer in Commerce of the college. Now the
undersigned are driving the cart under the chairpersonship of Dr. Bibi Zainab, towards
the objects of the JKC. A job mela was organized in the current academic year 2015-16
where in, many of our trainees secured jobs in the private sector.
The students are to be trained in JKC. Apart from the academic excellence for
augmenting their soft skills especially communication skills, computer skills and
language skills with an intension to meet the competitive environment to get selection an
interview of any company irrespective of its multi nationality and size. The trainees who
were successfully completed at our JKC would certainly have confident and ready to
combat with any kind of situation for their existence in any environment.
The JKC training helps the student aspirants for the overall personality
development with importing knowledge and skill for their betterment and updating of
their knowledge to be ready to receive any challenge optimistically and to gain the
deserving and desiring results to attain their goal in life.
The student aspirants of this JKC center are from rural background and majority
of them belonging the habitants of remote villages of the District lacking of inculcation of
talkativeness, confidence, dynamism and updating the knowledge. However, we the staff
with mobilization of talents of the student aspirants with the power of excavation of
immersed hidden talents of the students to be useful for themselves, to their families and
to the society.
Few of our best practices in JKC
 Interactive learning environment provided and learner centered modules.
 Training is given with practical orientation of industry relevance.
 Install confidence and their exposure in gaining job opportunities in the
companies
 Customizing the learners to work independently and in teams/
 Understanding the work cultures and tolerance.
 Higher motivational levels to out and respond.
 Career awareness/planning workshops.
 Placement through job fairs and Campus recruitment drives.
The purpose of this article is fulfilled if any new students get admitted in JKC for their
betterment.

Syeda Waseem Jahan
Lect. in English

ENGLISH AS LINGUA FRANCA IN EDUCATION
God blessed every human being with the boon of speaking or Oral
communication. To express our thoughts and feeling through a system of voice sounds,
gesture, or written symbols etc which is knowing as “Language?”
In India we have many languages of Regional and National but still we need a
language that should be spoken not only in national level but also International level so
the latest and most advanced language of the work is “English Language”.
English as “Lingua Franca”
The term “Lingua Franca” is functionally defined and is a language systematically
use to make communication possible between people not sharing a first language in
particular when it is a third language, distinct from both speakers first language English
as Lingua Franca(ELF) us the use of the English Language as a common means of
communication for speakers of different first language.
Lingua Franca in Education
In India, people migrating from other places for education or business mostly
communicate in English, which has become a long language or Lingua Franca. Keeping
this in view the Government has also recognized English as one of the official language
of (14) fourteen languages. People should learn English language especially to get high
quality jobs, in foreign countries. For example the student who is graduated from any
university which takes English as major language will find a better or high quality jobs
than other students who don’t know English properly or adequately. Thus English has
been playing an essential role in many sectors including, Medicine, engineering and
education etc.
English has been the common worldwide language/Lingua Franca and very
important to gain knowledge of English at whatever the age you are in, many students
today have fear of learning and speaking English. Here there are a few tips:
 Firstly understand your fear i.e what exactly are you afraid of ?
 Workout where you get stuck in conversation
 Improving your listening skills and this will improve your speaking too.
 If you are unable to speak fluently in first attempt then start taking in a broken
version then sooner you will reach a conversational level.
 If you speak slowly and clearly, this should encourages you to learn English.
 Don’t lose your confidence, in case if you are failure in speaking.
 Work hard and be confident enough and increase your positive thinking.
Conclusion: English as a Lingua Franca in education is for betterment of the country and
make it famous. English language is our window to the world and it is one device to
establish our view point. A standard English always helpful in each and every field of
education.
“the reader of today , is the leader of tomorrow”

Sandhya Rani
Lect. in English

IMPORTANCE OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE IN INDIA

Introduction:English is one of the most important global language. Most of the international
transaction of recent times were concluded in English. The language has contributed
significantly in narrowing the gap between the geographical boundaries . the benefits of
learning English can be seem in the economic. Social and political life of the people of
the country.
English plays an important role in our everyday life. There is great utility of
English in modern world. So the use of English should be continued along with Hindi &
other regional language. In this land of innumerable regional language, in different states,
English serves as a ling language in the country.
Important of English for higher studies, for proper mental development, it is
essential that we study the best literature. It we want to shed the feelings of false
superiority and to broaden our minds, we must be ever ready to take the best from others.
Now, the literatures of the other countries and of our own difference language can be
easily obtained in English. In our own language, modern up to date literature is not
available. This makes it essential that our young men continue to learn English.
Moreover, many a young men go to foreign countries for advanced studies. They need
good knowledge of English. Its importance for such scholars is indeed very great.
Conclusion :English must be studied as an important foreign language. It must also continue to
be the medium of instruction, at least in science & technology, and in other subjects also
in higher classes. At the same time, our regional language should not be ignored.

J Haritha
B.Sc (MPCs) EM-II

ENGLISH LITERATURE
Chronicles are the earliest text dating from the 7 th century. But literature begins
with the heroic poem and fragments of the 8th century written in old English. The most
famous of them is Beowulf. After the Norman conquest, the language and culture
underwent many fundamental changes and middle English (between 11 th to 14th century)
offers a range of lyrical, courtly, realistic and satirical poems. The moist celebrated by
Chaucer (Notably the Canterbury tales of 14th century ) as well as the significant prose
works for example Malory’s Morte Author in 1470 such as Wyatt and Surrey brought the
renaissance to English and the late 16th century produced important works such as
Sidney’s Arcadia in 1590 and Spenser’s faerie Queene in 1596. The Sonnet sequence was
also popular but the theater attracted the most adventurous talents of this time and the
plays of Marlowe. Ben Johnson, Webster and other proved immensely popular.
The dramatic works of Shakespeare, unprecedented in their variety, profundity,
originality and poetic power makes this one of the most remarkable ages of English and
indeed of World literature. Hence Indians call him as ‘Kalidasa of West” / “ Western
Kalidas”.
The “meta physical” poets Donne, Herber and Marvell also broke a new ground :
and the path was paved for Milton, whose “Paradise Lost” in 1667 is the greatest English
epic poem even up to this day.

B Mounika
B.A (HEP) EM-II

GOAL SETTING
Concept: Everyone wants to achieve something or the other. Someone wants to achieve
high marks in exams, someone to secure a well paid job, someone to travel, someone to
take a vacation and someone wants to save money for future with miserly attitude and
few to take a vacation for enjoyment and so on and so forth. Each of every one desires is
nothing but a goal. A goal needs to be achieved at some point of time in future.
Anyone who wants success can set a goal for career, education, finances and
holding and mounding a good family the goal could be about once personal life or
professional career. The process of setting goal is what is required to give an individual
sharp and steady focus on what is required to be achieved for real and everlasting
success. It is the process that helps in proper utilization of recourses with special attention
on achieving one’s own ambitions. Goal setting is therefore an important method of :
a) Determining what is important for you to achieve in your life.
b) Motivating yourself continuously for not deviating the object determined.
Important of Goals : Most of the people are unable to achieve success even if they are
capable individuals for the simple reason for having not set the goals for themselves. In a
article “Success and the Goal Setter” Bettie B. young’s, the author tells that goals
represent expectations, hopes and dreams and the extent up to where our goals arrive in to
reality, to that extent we are successful.
Smart Goals: A useful way of making goals are more powerful to use the SMART,
while there are plenty of variants, which stands for:
S- Specific : There is more greater like hood of success for a goal, when it is specific and
to the pint than a general goal.
M- Measurable: Tangible criteria should be established for measuring process towards
the attainment of each goal that is set by us.
A-Attainable: Once the goal is identified, the goal setter has to try to discover the ways
to attain or to achieve them. Keeping this in mind, we have to develop the attitudes,
abilities, skills and financial sufficiency to attain or to reach the destination fixed by us.
R- Realistic/Relevance: our goal must represent an objective for which we are willing to
work. Then only our goal will have realistic in nature. Then only we can trust that we can
have a real commitment to attain the goals set.
T-Time Bound: every goal set by us should have a time frame. If there is no time bound
there will be no commitment and urgency on the part of the goal setter/achiever.
A set of date be given to every goal to accomplish within the time frame we fix then only
we can accomplish our goals plus or minus/hither of the goal framed time.
Conclusion:




Goal setting is reliable and well organized managerial planning process
Goal setting is an essential step in outlining our path to mount success.
Dreams and goals are never be the same & inspire goals where as goals help us to
fulfill.

Shaguftha Anjum
B.Sc (BZC)-II- Year

SIGNIFICANCE OF GIRL’S EDUCATION
There was a time when people thought that it was not necessary to educate girls
and there was an idea of educating the girls up to the primary level was enough. Now we
have begun to realize that girls education essential. A girl/women educated, entire family
of her is educated.
The modern age is the age of awakening of girls. They are trying to compete with
men in all spheres of life. Even today there are many people who oppose girl’s
education. These people are in the opinion that the proper sphere of girls is the home.
Further they argue that the money spent on girls education is a waste. This kind of
thought is wrong. Ultimately this thought of the people sow seed to a plant of silent
revolution in the society. Now the society where we are, witnessing is because of this
kind of silent revolution.
The development of any society is largely depends on the grown up educated
girls. They can share the burden of men in different walks of life. They can serve the
society in so many different forms such as Administrators, Bankers, Cine Actors,
Doctors, engineers, Lawyers and Teachers.
There are evidences in the history that women played a greater role during the war
times and even in the war field. Education is therefore a boon to girls in this age of
economic crisis. Gone are those days of plenty and prosperity. It is difficult to the people
of middle class to make both ends meet in the present days. Educated girls can add their
income to the income of their husband and family. Women if they are educated, they can
earn money even after the death of their husband and keeping their family a problem free
family.
Girls education is necessary and a must for making our home a happy abode. Our
life would be brightened. Our country will also be brighten and making the words of our
former Prime Minister Sri A. B Vachpayee true “India now glowing and will glow
forever”. There should not be any deviation in respect of women whether living in the
rural area or in the urban area. Women are women, they should be well educated. Every
opportunity is to be extended to the women for their development and empowerment. If
women are empowered, the society will be powerful.
The girls/women should also come forward to grab the opportunities extended by
the society without neglecting their normal duties at home updating knowledge time to
time in respect of domestic science and child psychology too.

Kiran Sai
B.Sc(BZC)-II EM

DON’T BE TOO MUCH

Speaking too much is too bad
Lest you’ld be called ‘Talkative’
Briefing too much in speech
Lest you’ld be called ‘Reserve’d’
Spending too much
Lest you’ld be named as ‘Spend thrift’
Too stingy in spending
Lest you’ld be called as ‘Miser’
Meddling in other affairs
You’ll be called a ‘Meddler’
Commanding others, may
You can be known as “Director”
Demanding too much, may
You be identified as ‘Demander’
Insisting too much,
You’ll be recognized as ‘Obstinate’
Accommodating too much
Lest you’ld be seen ‘Cheap’
Don’t be remain stiff, you
Will be bitted as ‘Proud’
Be a rational human being,
Limiting your nature
To deserving level.

Nishath Fathima
B.Com(Comp)

ENGLISH AS AN INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE
The human race is divided not only geographically but also linguistically. Usually
language reflects the inner feelings of one to the other. The importance of language is
associated with knowledge and ideas. The more ideas a language can convey to the
people of the world is undoubtedly none other than English. So ‘English’ can be called as
an international language which has no geographical boundaries as the feelings and ideals
can be exchanged for mutual development and progress among people of all geographical
areas.
There are very few countries in the globe that do not understand and use the
language ‘English’. The countries which taught hatred for everything during their
struggle for independence from British rule, found it difficult to dispense with ‘English’
language. Knowing the significance of English they have not only been continued to use
English in all spheres of public activities but also began to encourage the use and study of
English even after becoming independent and sovereign countries for their progress and
unity of their nations.
It would be instructive, however to consider the reason for the extensive use of
English language.
One of such reason is because of the immigrants for England, USA, Australia and
New Zeeland. It is therefore no surprise that the people of such countries have also use
English continuously, as one cannot discard once language easily. The other reason is
that a large number of countries throughout the globe have once ruled by the British i.e a
large number of countries directly under British rule where English was made main
language for administration and commercial purposes. As the leading colonial power in
the world. England has indeed exerted a profound influence on the affairs of the world,
though its colonial possessions are rapidly revolting to become independent. Because of
such revolution all the countries which were under British rule have become independent
one after another.
Concomitantly the English language has also to play a leading role in the
international affairs especially in communications. That’s why. Many people whose
native language is not English have yet studied English and become more conversant
with English than with their own languages. This is true with the leaders to whom
English is foreign language , for example Mahatma Gandhi, Jawarlal Nehru, Dr
Sarveypally Radha Krishna and Dr A.P J Abdul Kalam.
As a result the English language used by many by many people of many countries
in the administration, for studies and higher learning as English is the main avenue to the
greatest store house of knowledge.
The people of every country and everywhere in the globe have developed a
special respect English and everyone is making efforts to learn it to attain high positions,
to earn and for their bread and butter even

Neha Tanveer
B.A (HEP)-II EM

16 POINTS OF AN IDEAL STUDENT IN 2016
S. No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13

14

15

16

Point
Respect
Love
Service
Self discipline
Self control
Faith

Content of the Point
Respect your parents, elders and your teacher
Love your parents, ancestors, culture and your country
Serve the poor, diseased, illiterate, deserved and needy
Discipline your body, senses and mind
Watch your Words, Actions, thoughts, Character, Honesty
Faith in yourself, faith in God, faith in your fellow beings
and develop self confidence
Discrimination
Train your mind to discriminate between (a) Good and Bad,
(b) Truth and Lie, (c) real and Unreal, (d) Wise and virtue
Concentration
Concentrate on your job with Mind, Skills to be applied and
Work to be done, whether it is prayer, play, education and
work
Truthfulness
Be truthful in your words, actions and thoughts
Hard work
Work whole heartedly to acquire knowledge, skills and
wisdom by your effort to your fullest extent.
Strength
Be determinative. Mean-be strong intellectually, physically,
spiritually and morally.
Conviction
Have faith and undaunted courage and conviction in the
power of goodness, purity and honesty.
Devotion
Dedicated your all energies to your work is devotion. De
devote towards your duty. Honor your scriptures, Holy
people and the almighty, the Generator, Operator and the
Destructor.
Habits
Cultivate good habits. Inculcate to perform meditation and
prayer by reading inspiring literature and strengthen your
vocabulary in literature and develop soft skills especially in
listening and speaking skills.
Unifies and Single Feel the presence of the divine in all beings and treat them
view
with the same standard as you would like to be seen by
others.
Firmness
Delay may be considered before determination. Once
determined, there should be firmness in thought, in action
up to the fulfillment of hitting the endeavor’s goal

I, through utilizing this opportunity appeal-all fellow students, my seniors and to
my juniors to follow these 16 principles in this 2016 to themselves to be better than the
best they were.

Gousiya Banu
B.Sc(MPCs)- I EM

DON’T PROCRASTINATE TIME
Time is very precious and marching into history without waiting for none. It place
a significant role especially in respect of students. Many – a - student now a day wasting
their time for useless things. Being a student, having been experienced in respect of
spending the time usefully, for the benefit of my students, senior students and junior
students, I would like to give few hints for utilizing their time properly and profitably in
building their career.
 Believe always that time is very very precious and will wait for none.
 Promise and clearly fix yourself to do whatever has to done without thinking of
postponing.
 Try to work with more attention and with utmost interest as these two things
decide your success more and making you to act within the time frame.
 To succeed in the time management you should think right way and at the right
time.
 Students, who build castles in the air, waste their time. But the students who
think practically and constructively with dreaming in the day trying to augment
their capabilities can use the time span gainfully.
 You should not think of the things which are not comfortable and where you are
not comfortable. Else you are wasting time.
 Evaluate yourself about the work pending and the work to be taken up newly and
the time needed for the work to be accomplished.
 Mind always that time changes and heals everything.
I as a student and you the contemporary students together we all as students have to
recognize this truth that at time once gone will never be back. So we should not waste our
time and engage ourselves in useful and meaningful activities for our good sake
individually, better sake of our family collectively and for the best sake of our society,
country-severally.

V Jyothi
B.Sc(BiBc)-II EM

WOMEN HARASSMENT
Every one of us talking about the gender equality on each and every occasion,
which is now almost alike finding ghee in Ridge Gourd. A society that has a skewed
gender ratio that favor men usually will certainly have the element of disrespect towards
women. Indian women daily are harassed due to this kind of society. Harassment is in
many forms. Usually the harassment commences with passing lewd and lecherous
comments. Sometimes attacking a women physically also.
The most notable incident involving the women in Delhi was one of such
‘Nirbayas’. Nirbaya of Delhi in the recent past was abused by a gang of men and rape
physically one by one after one and together. The women was taken to the hospital with
grave injuries, where she died and the World media focused on this issue. Protest have
been held and laws are being passed but the issue still possess. Everyone is treated with
grace, respect and care in the same degree. So the harassment of women will be stopped
completely when execution is made effectively with the existing criminal procedure code
of India or the laws made after such nirbaya incidents.
Safety tips for women working, women students and other women in the society.
 Have proper information of your office areas/your education institution areas.
Know about your safe places and the location of pay phones. Always check your
cell phones whether in working condition with sufficient balance. Plane
emergency exists.
 Don’t work late night. If you are working in the late hours or after usual working
hours, let your working place and time of completion let the security or a friend of
you or our family be intimated. If women students the functioning hours of the
college must be known by their parents or their family friends.
 Expect appropriate responses to the different situations and decide and go ahead
of time and how you will react.
 If you enter a washroom and suspect some is lurking there, do not call out. Back
out, go to a safe area with a lockable door and phone /call your friend for help.

Security Guidelines : for housewives/girls
Do’s
Be alert and vigilant about strangers.
Put a magic eye on and a chain at the door
Have a pet dog, if possible.
While going out, always switch on a light
Important telephone numbers should be
kept on at convenient places.
All windows and doors should have string
grills.

Don’ts
Don’t converse with strangers and never
believe in them.
Don’t take lift from unknown person.
Don’t hesitate to shout /scream in being
harassed.
Don’t accept gift from strangers.
Don’t believe all elders when you are
alone. Take all cautions.
At any strenuous movement, you should
not fore go your courage. Prepared for
attacking physically with available
equipments/even stone hurling.

R. Chaitanya
B.Com(Comp)-II Year

TECHNOLOGY, A BOON AND A CURSE AS WELL

Is Technology changing the world?
Is Technology helping the mankind for progress?
Is the present generation addicted to technology?
Are we get answers for these questions in technology?
Our brothers and sisters
Of yester years, were the last
To live without Technology
Our brothers and sisters
Of current years can’t pass
A day without Technology
Our parents at least forcibly
Are to adjust with Technology
As Technology is not a problem
But the way we use, is a problem
It’s too late for the ‘Most’
Of us, to change on…
Without a Cell in the hand
Without an Ipod in the car
Without Screen in the house
It’s boon to have technology
It’s wise to use constructively
It’s curse to use destructively

Meharunnisa Begum
B.Sc (MPC) EM- II Year

ARE WE CELEBRATING INDEPENDENCE DAY
Grand are the celebrations
On the arrival of New Year
Bureaucrats and politicians are honored
Hands are filled with sweets and fruits.
Youth, go berserk through the streets
Breaking calm midnight with merry shouts
Cakes are cut, openly opening the bottles
“Wish the others a happy and prosperous Life”
Are there grand celebrations on the day of Independence?
Forgotten, great scarifies, lives in cellular jails, now.
Mother India, you are felt proud in the game of cricket
Independence day, just an independence day.

Arshiya Tabassum
B.Sc (BZC) Em- II

JOURNEY

Life is a challenge-----------------------MEET IT.
Life is a gift-------------------------------ACCEPT IT.
Life is an adventure----------------------DARE IT.
Life is Sorrow-----------------------------OVERCOME IT.
Life is a goal-------------------------------ACHIEVE IT.
Life is a puzzle----------------------------SOLVE IT.
Life is a struggle--------------------------FIGHT IT.
Life is duty---------------------------------PERFORM IT.
Life is a journey---------------------------COMPLETE IT.

Sana Qurratul Aien
B.Com(Comp) EM-I Year

PARADISE FOR LEARNING

NTR. G. D. PG. C. W is
Adobe of discipline
Which brings all virtues
They lecturer are our role models.
They guide in all our needs and deeds,
They put us in right path.
Blooming like jasmine,
Scattering fragrance every corner
Brining name to the institution.
Nothing I was at admission
Something I’ll be at leaving.
It’s all because of NTR. GD & PG C. W
Considering therefore, the
Institution is a heaven for
Growing with learning.

QUOTES
On Happiness :
 Happiness is not something ready made
It comes from your own action.
 Happiness is like a cloud, if you stare
It rains, otherwise it evaporate
 Happiness is a journey not a destination
 Happiness is not a possession to be prized
It is a quality of thought, a state of mind.

ARE WE BIASED BY NATURE?
(In the context of gender and beyond gender)

Krishna Harsha.K.H.
B.E., Master of Management-(IISc)
Bangalore.

Are we biased by nature? The question is important, not only in the context of gender but
also Beyond that. Among many instincts which helped our ancestors to survive the dangers and
evolve over ages to become what we are today, thinking for self is one that is strongly rooted
in our DNA. And it manifests in various levels. In terms like "our universe/our galaxy/our
solar system/our world/my country/my state/my region/..../my gender/ family/me" Branding
those who call the universe 'our universe as the ones who think for self may sound ridiculous but
it's easy to realize when we come down in the sequence. If there are multiple universes then we
speak in defense of our universe. If someone else claims other galaxies we start defending our
galaxy and suspect these aliens without a reason. Defending a country, region...gender, our
family and ourselves is so common that it is expected irrespective of the other view points. We
were extremely suspicious, defensive and selfish in the initial stages like the animals are, now.
But we have evolved in to a sophisticated & highly civilized species. We have come a long
way from being a mere player to an observer of our own selves and are expected to be freethinkers.
Obsessive defense and suspicion is as good as prejudice. Any form of bias/prejudice blindfolds us.
If one had to advocate human development, he/she could either consider sustainable
development (including other species/plants...) or mere human development. It is for us to pick
one. If we pick the former, we wouldn't be biased to one side. If we are stuck to one argument
neglecting the effects and other viewpoints we become extremists. If extreme love for one party
instigates hatred for the other then it is extremism. Does making some one love his country
involve hating others on some level? What about misogynists, extremists in religion and feminist
groups?

Feminist movement started in the recent past as a result of sexual discrimination for a long
time. Given the level of sophistication achieved by humans as a species, why is it so hard for
men to understand that the women are free, just like themselves to do whatever they liked and
to achieve whatever they are capable of? And why is it so hard for some women to understand
that anything is not justified under the name of feminism? What kind of response will a similar
statement like the one Priyanka made, would have triggered if it had come from a man.? Even
now there will be hatred groups condemning her words. It's important to note that priyanka
has the freedom of expressing herself. Being bold and out spoken in a world where women
are being discriminated and silenced for a long time is a good sign. The way she felt is not an
insult to men. It's ok if someone felt the way they felt. While it's normal to feel the way we feel;
it's progressive & permissive if one left rigidity to accept other's feelings irrespective of the
sex/race/caste/region/country and personal belief. We don’t need fanatics/ extremists to
achieve equality but the moderate, tolerant and careful.
On the lighter note
If world was perfect then there is no point in this discussion. History is full of extreme
personalities and groups. It is just the way it is. May be the swing of power from one side to
the other is like a pendulum which never stops in the middle. Each side has it's time. Same is the
case of discrimination based on caste, reservations and the consequences. May be there is no point
in discussing the right or wrong. The rebellion force builds up over a time because of
discrimination, like the force is built up while the pendulum goes up. When it reaches a threshold
it swings back and never stops until it reaches the other extreme. If only I were in an ideal world!?

